CONFIDENTIAL SAN SALVADOR 7003

E. O. 12356: DECL: 08/24/88
TAGS: PIN5, SHUH, PINT, ES
SUBJ: (U) ARREST OF SUBSECRETARY OF EDUCATION SERRANO'S WIFE

REF: A) SS 6866; B) SS 6970

1. (C-ENTIRE TEXT.)

2. SUMMARY: THE "SERRANO CASE", AS THE ARREST OF THE SUBSECRETARY OF EDUCATION'S WIFE HAS COME TO BE CALLED, HAS GENERATED SHARP ATTACKS ON THE SUBSECRETARY AND ON THE PDC. SUBSECRETARY SERRANO HAS BEEN PUBLICLY ACCUSED OF BIGAMY AND HAS RESIGNED FROM HIS POST. MEANWHILE, HIS WIFE IS STILL IN JAIL. END SUMMARY.

3. AS EXPECTED THE ARREST OF THE SUBSECRETARY OF EDUCATION'S WIFE, MARIA LYDIA ESCALANTE DE SERRANO, HAS SPARKED SHARP ATTACKS ON THE PDC AND ON SERRANO. THE LEVEL OF PERSONAL CONFIDENTIAL
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DECLASSIFIED
Example. Local newspapers have published reports that claim the subsecretary is guilty of bigamy.

4. Attacks on the PDC have also been vicious. An accusation made by an Arena deputy during a constituent assembly meeting that PDC party membership includes many known subversives set off a tense exchange of insults and desk pounding during which some deputies apparently made moves toward their personal weapons. The far right women's organization "Cruzao Pas y Trabajo" took out a full page ad in the ultra-conservative El Diario de Hoy on Aug. 20 in which it claims the right to ask the "maximum authorities" to cleanse the education ministry of persons who teach the doctrines of communism, marxism, or communitarianism (communitarianism is a durable doctrine).

5. PDC members told Emboffs that Serrano left his wife, Maria Lydia Escalante a few years ago and moved in with Armidia Fuentes. Serrano and Fuentes procreated two children. Serrano then left Fuentes and moved back in with his wife. Fuentes is now accusing Serrano of bigamy. According to PDC members Serrano never legally married Fuentes.

6. On the morning of Aug. 24 PDC Secgen Rey Prendes and Dr. Orales Ehrlich told Ambassador that Serrano would eventually resign from his post. The PDC is comfortable with this decision. Serrano has indicated that if his wife is released (apparently there is some chance of this) he will leave the country with his entire family. The PDC reps said that the party would continue to support Serrano publicly until he resigns because they feel that he is being unfairly treated by both the Treasury police and the press, who are suing the incident to attack the PDC. Embassy comment: Serrano resigned from his post at the request of President Magana on the evening of Aug. 24.

7. Comment: PDC opponents believe, "and are anxious to believe, the chargers against Mrs. Serrano and the other arrested persons. Other observers suspect the arrests are a calculated attack on the PDC, and that Mrs. Serrano and most, if not all, of the arrested persons are innocent".
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